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Abstract

Visual lifelogging is a new concept of recording one’s
daily life by using wearable camera to automatically
capture images of one’s surroundings. Keyframe se-
lection is a crucial process for summarizing lifelog im-
age sequences. In the visual lifelog domain, images are
passively captured in predefined time intervals, e.g. one
image every 30 seconds. This results in variable visual
quality in the image sequences. Contrary to videos,
two consecutive frames are not necessarily similar in
lifelog sequences. Thus, video processing techniques are
not directly applicable. We propose a keyframe selec-
tion technique based on measuring image quality and
distance to the middle frame. Based on the proposed
evaluation framework, 81.6 % of keyframes selected by
our approach are accepted, whereas only 70.4 % are
accepted when using the middle frames as keyframes.
Additionally, Ground Truth (GT) keyframes are inves-
tigated in terms of image quality and the position in
time relative to their events. This provides informa-
tion about their distributions and explain the results.

1 Introduction

Lifelogging is the process of using wearable comput-
ers to automatically record aspects of one’s surround-
ings, e.g. images (visual lifelogging), global positions
and so on. The lifelogging idea was firstly proposed
by Bush [1] in 1945. However, the research in lifelog-
ging for personal purpose as an active research area
started in last decade [2]. Images and possibly other
surrounding information, e.g. location or accelerome-
ter, are recorded. The main purposes of personal lifel-
ogging are for touristic and medical purposes. Espe-
cially for touristic purpose, it clearly enables scenarios
that people are excited about such as event capture,
story-telling, and memory assistance [3].

This paper aims to present an automatic way of cre-
ating a visual diary from lifelog image sequences, i.e.
to summarise daily activities. There are two main pro-
cesses in the lifelog’s workflow, as can be seen in Fig. 1,
which are event segmentation (group images into co-
herent collections) and keyframe selection (select the
group’s representative image). This paper will focus on
the automatic keyframe selection process, assuming the
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Figure 1. The flow of the lifelong images (i.e.
all images are segmented into smaller events and
representative image is selected from each event.

event segmentation process has been done separately.
A semi-automatic evaluation structure is proposed in
order to avoid time-consuming human evaluation.

Images in the visual lifelogging domain come from
passive capturing devices. The lifelogging device cap-
tures about 2,000 images per day or approximately
700,000 images every year. For such a large amount
of visual information to be useful, it needs to be man-
aged into a proper structure, e.g. by date or event. The
keyframe selected to embody each event must be repre-
sentative of that content and must convey its core con-
cepts. This is a subjective task because images have an
inherent underlying semantic meaning [4]. Our frame-
work specifically uses the keyframes from all events of
the day to summarise the day, thereby creating a visual
diary, as shown in Fig. 1.

Doherty et.al [4] agree that motion analysis, which
is a popular mechanism for keyframe selection in video
processing, does not necessarily translate directly to
visual lifelogs due to the huge difference in frame rate
(0.033 and 24 fps.). Instead of calculating the motion
from consecutive frames, the motion of the camera it-
self, which is captured by the accelerometer, is used.
In our approach, we remove the frame similarity com-
parison from Doherty et.al [4] and add the influence of
the middle frame in order to reduce the computational
time while still maintain similar performance.

This paper has three contributions. Firstly, we pro-
pose and prove that the simple quality assessment us-
ing the ‘nearest neighbour ratio strategy’ achieve bet-
ter results than state-of-the-art, but has much smaller



computational complexity. Secondly, we propose the
semi-automatic way to evaluate general keyframe se-
lection process based on similarity measurement. This
reduces the burden of human evaluation. Lastly, we
study two scenarios of keyframe selection, which are
the image’s quality and position impact, in order to
confirm our proposed result.

This paper is organized in the following structure.
Section 2 explains our proposed keyframe selection al-
gorithm. Section 3 presents the semi-automatic evalu-
ation framework. Results are shown in Section 4. We
also analyze the nature of keyframes in lifelog domain
in Section 5. Finally, we conclude our study in Sec-
tion 6.

2 Keyframe Selection

In our experiments, we recorded 3 different datasets,
covering a time period of 3 weeks each. There are a
total of 30,926 images in 704 log events. The lifelog
image repository is a mixture of high and low quality
images. A significant portion (about 40 %) of all im-
ages are considered as low quality images, e.g. blurry,
under/over-exposure, or occlusion.

Summarizing literature [5, 6, 7], there are three main
approaches for keyframe selection: similarity based,
feature based, and fixed-position approaches. Due to
the ambiguity of assumption and inconvenience of ex-
hausted comparison of the similarity based approach,
we decide to use the combination of a feature based
and a fixed-position approach. Moreover, a high suc-
cess rate (average score of 3.92 out of 5 or 78.4 %) of the
feature based approach has been proven by Doherty et
al. in [4].

2.1 Feature Extraction

We have extracted 5 low-level image quality mea-
surements based on [4] as described in the following.

1. Contrast (f1): Only Y component image (from
YUV color space) is split into 8-by-8 blocks. The
sub-contrast of each block is calculated by sub-
tracting the minimum value from the maximum
value. The image’s contrast is then computed by
the mean of all sub-contrast values.

2. Color Variance (f2): Each of the image’s pix-
els is classified into one of the 8 color bins, which
are black, white, red, green, blue, yellow, cyan
and magenta, based on the smallest Euclidean dis-
tance. The color variance of the image is com-
puted by the variance of the number of pixels in
all bins that contain more than 20 % of the overall
pixels.

3. Global Sharpness (f3): We inherit the tech-
nique from Marziliano et al.[8] such that sharp
images have thinner edges than blurry images.

4. Noise Measurement(f4): The noise measure-
ment is calculated by the percentage of noisy pix-
els in each frame. In order to classify each pixel
as a noise, the image is divided into smaller 3-by-
3 blocks. Then, the distance between each pixel
to the block’s mean value is calculated. If the
middle pixel has the largest distance to the mean
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Figure 2. The demonstration of saliency maps.

compared to all 8 neighbouring pixels, the middle
pixel is classified as the noisy pixel.

5. Saliency Measure (f5): The saliency map cal-
culation from Itti et al. [9] is used. The saliency
measurement of the image is the summation of all
pixel’s saliency values. Saliency measurement is
able to solve the occlusion problem. As can be
seen in Fig. 2, the non-normalized saliency mea-
sure of Fig. 2(b) (normal scene) is 87,267 and the
saliency measure of Fig. 2(d) (occlusion scene) is
41,021.

The final quality score is computed by combining
all normalized values from the feature extraction, as
shown in Eq. 1.

QualityScore(k) =

5∑
i=1

wi
fi(k)

σi
, (1)

where fn(k) is the value of feature n of frame k, σn
is the variance (normalization term) of feature n in
each event, wn is the weighting factor of each feature,
and n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. After applying the same feature
extraction to all frames in the event, we can plot the
quality score, as shown in Fig. 3.

2.2 Keyframe Selection using the Nearest
Neighbour Ratio Strategy

We apply keyframe selection based on the nearest
neighbour ratio strategy, similar to [10]. The quality
score of the selected images should not only be high,
but also distinct. After calculating the scores of all
images in the event, two frames with the highest score
are chosen. If the ratio of their quality scores is less
than 0.7 (similar to the ratio used in [11]), the frame
with the highest score will be selected to be the event’s
keyframe. Otherwise, one of those two frames that is
closer to the middle frame will be selected, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3.

3 Keyframe Evaluation

We propose a framework to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the keyframe selection algorithm based
on the fact that we have only one Ground Truth
(GT) keyframe of each event. The ideal result of the
keyframe selection algorithm must be exactly the same
as the GT keyframe. However, the image with similar
contents is also acceptable as a correct selection



Figure 3. There are 3 generic keyframe terms
(GT, BEST, and REF) used in this paper.

because users evaluate the keyframe by its contents.
Assume that the GT keyframes are the best frame
to represent each event, the proposed framework will
evaluate the similarity between the BEST keyframe
(proposed algorithm) and the GT keyframe compared
to the similarity between the REF keyframe and the
GT keyframe of each event. We classify each BEST
and REF keyframe as ‘accepted’ or ‘rejected’ based on
their similarity to GT. The ‘accepted’ keyframe must
have similar contents (e.g. objects or colors).

The proposed framework, as show in Fig. 4, consists
of the following 4 similarity criteria :

1. SURF matching points: We count the number
of SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) matching
pairs based on the nearest neighbour ratio match-
ing strategy, as mentioned in [10].

2. SURF matching error: The SURF matching
error is calculated using the average of the error
from all matching points.

3. Color histogram intersection: The hue com-
ponent histograms of both images are compared
(hue is used to distinguish colors) and the his-
togram intersection area is calculated.

4. Frame Distance: The frame distance is calcu-
lated by the difference of the frame index. It is
normalized by the total number of frames in that
event.

4 Keyframe Selection Results

We test the accuracy of the proposed keyframe selec-
tion algorithm based on our proposed keyframe eval-
uation criteria and compare results with the base line
technique, which is selecting the middle frame. We
also calculate the number of perfect results, which is
measured by the number of BEST keyframes which are
exactly the same as GT keyframe. All of the results
are shown in Table 1.

Both results from the proposed algorithm (80.61 %
and 81.63 %) are better than the result of selecting
the middle frame (70.41 %) using the same keyframe

Figure 4. The cascading criteria checking of
keyframe evaluation

Table 1. The accuracy results of the proposed and
based-line keyframe selection algorithm

Keyframe Accuracy # of perfect
Selection Method (%) keyframes

Proposed Method
(equal weight) 80.61 28 (out of 196)

(trained weight) 81.63 31 (out of 196)
Middle frame 70.41 5 (out of 196)

evaluation framework. Note that, those results are the
percentage of accepted keyframes from our keyframe
evaluation framework and do not necessarily represent
the event in the best way possible However, there is
a higher number of perfect keyframes from our pro-
posed method (31 out of 196 frames) than the base
line method (5 out of 196 frames). We have also man-
ually evaluated the performance, as follows, in order
to confirm the results from our proposed evaluation
framework.

• How many of keyframes are acceptable as
the correct keyframe?
There are 83.16 % and 51.53 % of BEST and REF
keyframes that are considered as a correct repre-
sentation of the event respectively. This is a proof
that our proposed keyframe selection method out-
performs the popular method of selecting the mid-
dle frame.

• How many of BEST keyframes are better
to represent the event than REF keyframes
and vice versa?
For each event, we manually judge whether the
BEST or the REF keyframe is better to represent
its event than the others. Out of 196 events that
we manually evaluate, there are 95 events (48.47
%) where the BEST keyframe is better to repre-
sent the event than REF keyframe, while there are
only 21 events (10.71 %) vice versa. In other word,
there are 175 out of 196 events (89.29 %) where
the proposed keyframe selection algorithm per-
form better than or equal to the base line method.

5 The nature of the ground truth

This section analyzes the nature of GT keyframes
in our lifelog dataset. This investigation explains the



Figure 5. The nature of the GT keyframes distri-
bution based on their location in the event

Figure 6. The quality of GT keyframes compared
to the highest quality score of their event

performance and suggests future improvements of our
keyframe selection algorithm.
Position distribution To analyze the distribution

of GT keyframes among the dataset based on their
positions, we calculate the frame distance of each GT
keyframe to the middle frame of its event. Fig. 5 visu-
alizes the results. The inner most circle represents the
closest distance, which is exactly at the middle posi-
tion. Each of the black squares represent the propor-
tional amount of GT keyframes that have a distance
to the middle frame between two indicated values. It
is shown that most of the GT keyframe’s locations are
close to the middle frame of their events. There are
6.81 % of keyframes that locate exactly at the middle
of the event. Further investigation shows that 99.21 %
of keyframes are located within 50 % of the distance
from their center. Hence, selecting the middle frame re-
turns better result than the other positions. However,
strict selection of the middle frame does not guarantee
a correct result since there is the possibility of pick-
ing up an artifact or a meaningless frame. Therefore,
a keyframe selection algorithms that is based on, but
not strictly to, the distance to the middle frame yield
promising performance.
Quality distribution We investigate the quality of

the GT keyframe compared to the rest of the frames
in the same event. Quality score ratios of the GT
keyframes to the best quality frame in each event are
calculated and plotted. As shown in Fig. 6, there are
77.17 % of GT keyframes that have the ratio higher
than 50 % (up to 23.36 % of keyframes which have the
highest quality score). This investigation proves that
GT keyframes that were selected by the user, tend to
have high visual quality.

6 Conclusion

The main purpose of this paper was to build the
keyframe selection algorithm for visual lifelog image
sequences. We developed a technique based on the
quality measurements (contrast, color variance, sharp-
ness, noise, and saliency measure) and the distance to
the middle frame. We also proposed a semi-automatic
way to evaluate the accuracy of the keyframe selec-
tion technique, which returns similar evaluation trend
compared to manual evaluation.

It was shown that our proposed keyframe selection
method has significantly better performance than se-
lecting the middle frame method. The results showed
that our proposed keyframe selection algorithm has
31.63 % improvement in the accuracy compared to the
middle keyframe method using manual evaluation.

We have also investigated the nature of the visual
lifelog images. All of the keyframes are located with in
60 % distance from their middle frame. Moreover, their
quality measurements are high, i.e. there are 77.17 %
of all keyframes that have the quality measurement in
the top 50 % of the event. These investigations prove
that our selected features (quality measurements) and
approach (based on the middle frame) are meaningful
and applicable to the real situation.

There are several possible future improvements. For
example, increase the number of datatsets or using fea-
tures based on other sensors (e.g. bio sensor, GPS
data) are helpful for understanding the semantic mean-
ing in keyframes.
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